Report to Council April 2, 2020

Clubs

- Created a communication to clubs of what they can do during the quarantine for the transition with next year
- Working on helping clubs with any issues due to cancelled contracts, fundraising, etc.
- The club fund increase passed!
- Planning for installation of the club portal

Services

- Most services have ceased operations
- Working on determining access and how best to protect everyone
- Worked on the Services Review Report
- Trying to determine what is going to happen with the building and moving back regarding timeline and logistics - this changes day-to-day and we are closely monitoring it

ISGs

- Communicating with MOC about members returning equipment

Mental Health

- keep.MeSAFE fee passed!
- Working on communicating with the account manager for the next steps

Outreach

- N/A
Family Care

- Daycare budget is being finalized
- Worked on renewing the MOA between the Daycare and SSMU
- Direct deposits for subsidize now moved to new bank with RBC
- Planning for the uncertainty regarding reopening

Room Bookings

- N.A. everything is cancelled

HR

- Reviewing mental health commissioner candidates

Misc